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3. Examples of algorithms upon the ADT list exploiting the abstract operations.

1. Given the type TSList (single linked SL), type TElement and source
SL list called SL, create the duplicate SL list called DL,

procedure CopySList (LS:TSList; var LD:TSList);
var
  AuxEl:TElement; (* Auxiliary variable *)
begin
  SListInit(LD);       (* initialization of the duplicate list *)
  SFirst(LS);          (* set of activity of the Source list *)
  if SActive(LS)       (* if source list not empty..*)
  then begin
    SCopyFirst(LS,AuxEl);          (* Copy first *)
    SInsertFirst(LD,AuxEl);        (* to duplicate *)
    SFirst(LD);                    (* make first of duplicate active *)
    SSucc(LS);                     (* push activity of source list *)
    while SActive(LS) do begin     (* cycle of duplicating the second
                                      item and others *)
       Copy(LS,AuxEl);
       PostInsert(LD,AuxEl);
       SSucc(LS);
       SSucc(LD)
    end (* while *);
  end (* if *)
end; (* procedure *)

Solution with the head item (heading).

procedure CopySListWithHead (LS:TSList; var LD:TSList);
var
  AuxEl:TElement; (* Auxiliary variable *)
begin
  SListInit(LD);       (* initialization of the duplicate list *)
  SInsertFirst(LD,AnyValueOfTElement); (* Creating of the auxiliary
                                          head item *)
  SFirst(LD);
  SFirst(LS);          (* set of activity of the Source list *)
  while SActive(LS) do begin     (* cycle of duplicating the second
                                      item and others *)
       SCopy(LS,AuxEl);
       SPostInsert(LD,AuxEl);
       SSucc(LS);
       SSucc(LD)
  end (* while *);
  SDeleteFirst(LD);     (* erasing of the auxiliary heading *)
end; (* procedure *)

2. Given the type TDList (double linked - DL), given the type TElement and the source DL called SL, create the duplicate DL called DL.

procedure CopyDList (SL:TDList; var DL:TDList);
var
  AuxEl:TElement; (* Auxiliary variable *)
begin
  DListInit(DL);       (* initialization of the duplicate list *)
  DFirst(SL);          (* set of activity of the Source list *)
  while DActive(SL) do begin
    DCopy(SL,AuxEl);
    DInsertLast(DD,AuxEl);
    DSucc(SL)
  end (* while *)
end (* procedure *);

3. Given the SL list called LS of the typ TSList, erase all its items.

procedure Destruct (var LS:TSList);
begin
  SFirst(LS);
  while SActive(LS) do begin
    SSucc(LS)l
    Deletefirst(LS)
  end (* while *)
end (* procedure *)

4. Compare two lists for equality

Definition of the equality of two lists: Two lists are equal if both are empty or if their first items are equal and at the same time the rests of both those lists are equal.

function EquList(L1,L2:TSlist):Boolean;
var
 Equ:Boolean;
 El1,El2:TElement;
begin
  SFirst(L1);    (* Initialization *)
  SFirst(L2);
  Equ:=true;
  while SActive(L1) and SActive(L2) and Equ do begin
    SCopy(L1,El1);
    SCopy(L2,El2);
    Equ:=El1=El2;
    SSucc(L1);
    SSucc(L2);
  end (* while *);
  EquList:= Equ and not SActive(L1) and not SActive(L2);
end;
5. Write the procedure for relation of two lists (the relation upon the TElement is defined).

procedure FirstListGreater(L1,L2:TSlist);
var
  Equ:Boolean;
 El1,El2:TElement;
begin
  SFirst(L1);    (* Initialization *)
  SFirst(L2);
  Equ:=true;
  while SActive(L1) and SActive(L2) and Equ do begin
    SCopy(L1,El1);
    SCopy(L2,El2);
    Equ:= El1=El2
    if Equ
    then
      Succ(L1);
      Succ(L2);
    end (* if *);
  end (* while *);

  if Active(L1) and Active(L2)
  then begin
    FirstListGreater:=El1>El2      (* Cycle was finished by Equ=false, ending
                                   elements decide *)
  end else begin
   if Active(L1) and not Active(L2)


   then FirstListGreater:= true     (* L1 is longer but it is equal to
                                         the L2 in all L2 elements
                                         -> L1 is greater *)
   else FirstListGreater:= false;   (* L1 is shorter and it is equal to
                                     first part of the L2 list
                                     -> L1 is less or equal
                                     -> L2 is not  greater *)
  end (* if *)
end;

Exercises:

6. Insert the new element and keep (preserve) the ordering of the list. The relation on the TElement is defined. While inserting the value contained in the list, insert the new as the last of the sequence of the same items. (insertion of the 8 to sequence  "1,3,4,5',5'',7,9" will
result in: " 1,3,4,5',5'',7,8,9"; insertion of the 5 to this sequence will result in: 1,3,5',5'',5''',7,9, where 5''' is the inserted value.).

7. Delete the found value if present in the list. (example: deleting the value 5 from the list "1,3,6,8" has no effect. deleting the 5 from the list "1,3,5,7" will result in "1,3,7"). Delete the first item from the subsequence of the same values.

8. Find the longest non-decreasing sub-sequence in the list. Return the order and length of the first from the same longest sub-sequences. (example: The result for the list: "4,3,2,1" is order=1, length=1. The result for the list: 4,1,3,5,2,4,1,8,9" is order=2, length=3;)
                
Hint: Algorithm is looking for the maximal value of the length. The algorithm should save the order and length of more prospective sub-sequence, to find the parameters of the longest one.

9. Find the average value and dispersion of the lengths of all non-decreasing sequences. (It is necessary to find all lengths of sub-sequences and store their sum and sum of their squares...).

10. There are two lists ordered by the values. Create the new ordered list by merging the two source lists.
(Example: Given lists L1="1,3',5,7,9" and L2="2,3'',4,6,8" the resulting list L3="1,2,3',3'',4,5,6,7,8,9").

11. Given the list, write the procedure which finds the starting point and the length of the greatest non-decreasing sequence.

procedure FindMaxNDS (L:TList; var Nmax,OrdMax:integer);
var
  End, EndOfNDS : Boolean;
  Right, Left:char ;
  n, StartNDS: integer;
begin
(* Initial settings *)
  First(L);

  if not active(L)
  then begin
    Nmax:=0;
    OrdMax:=0
  end else begin
     Left:=CopyFirst(L);
     succ(L);
     if not Active(L)
     then begin
       NMax:=1;
       OrdMax:=1
    end else begin
      ord:=1;
      End:=false;
      Right:=Copy(L);

      while not End do begin (* cycle for all NDS's  - outer cycle *)
          n:=1;
          startNDS:=ord;
          EndOfNDS:=False;
          while not End and Not EndOfNDS do begin  (* cycle for one NDS - inner cycle *)
             if (Left<=Right)
             then begin  (* NDS is continuing *)
               n:=n+1;
               ord:=ord+1;
               Left:=Rigt;
               succ(L);
               if not Active(L)
               then
                  End:=true
               else
                  Right:=Copy(L)
             else begin  (* this is the enf of NDS *)
                EndOfNDS:+true
                if n > NMax
                then begin
                   NMax:=n;
                   OrdMax:=startNDS;
                end;
             end;
          end; (* inner while *)
          Left:=Right;
          succ(L);
          if not Active(l)
          then End:=true
         else Right:=Copy(L)
      end; (* outer while *)
    end;
  end;
end;


